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From the creator of Peter Rabbit comes the tale of a serious, well-behaved young black cat, who

leads a daring double life defeating vile villains.Beatrix Potter created some of the world's most

beloved characters, and they will be coming to life in a movie slated for Spring 2018. And this book,

written in 1941 but never illustrated, introduces the charming Kitty-in-Boots, who has been imagined

by Quentin Blake.When Miss Kitty sneaks out to go hunting in her beautiful boots she gets herself

into all sorts of scrapes, but on this particular night she meets the foxiest hunter of them allâ€”Mr.

Tod! This utterly entertaining tale is filled with mistaken identities, devious villains, and even an

appearance from Peter Rabbit.
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I received this book the first day it became available and was excited to read it. The story is not as

"tame" as most of Beatrix Potter's earlier works - more suitable for older children and even adults.

The main character is a black cat name "Kitty" who, unbeknownst to her owner who believes her to

be well behaved, is rather a mischief maker instead, and lands in a bit of trouble. There is humor,

the involvement of other favorite Potter characters, and a happy ending. I enjoyed the story, but was

less than enthralled with the choice of illustrators; I would have greatly liked this story to have better

pictures. The visual style of this book, while typical of the illustrator, is, to me, ragged and

haphazard. Nevertheless, I enjoyed the book and will likely purchase more for family members.



Quintin's illustrations are his usual loose and lovely characters, and Love the CD that comes with it,

Helen Mirren reads much better than I. Wonder if we will ever find out why it wasn't published for

Beatrix. Could it have been a rejection, or was it only a first draft, did the publisher thing there were

too many cat stories.....????

This is not BP best work and it is fairly gruesome. QB illustrations are faithful to the story. Did not

listen to the CD.

My wife was hoping for actual Beatrice Potter illustrations, which they aren't, but it is still a good

book.

Wonderfull brought back many memories including a visit many years ago to her home.
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